The paper demonstrates the use of the fully convolutional neural network for glioma segmentation on the BraTS 2019 dataset. Three-layers deep encoder-decoder architecture is used along with dense connection at encoder part to propagate the information from coarse layer to deep layers. This architecture is used to train three tumor subcomponents separately. Subcomponent training weights are initialized with whole tumor weights to get the localization of the tumor within the brain. At the end, three segmentation results were merged to get the entire tumor segmentation. Dice Similarity of training dataset with focal loss implementation for whole tumor, tumor core and enhancing tumor is 0.92, 0.90 and 0.79 respectively. Radiomic features along with segmentation results and age are used to predict the overall survival of patients using random forest regressor to classify survival of patients in long, medium and short survival classes. 55.4% of classification accuracy is reported for training dataset with the scans whose resection status is gross-total resection.
Introduction
Early-stage brain tumor diagnosis can lead to proper treatment planning which improves patient survival chances. Out of all type of brain tumors, Glioma is one of the most life-threatening brain tumors. It occurs in glial cells of the brain. Depending on its severity and aggressiveness, it is divided into four grades ranging from grade I to grade IV(Grade I, II are Low-Grade Glioma(LGG) and grade III and IV are High-Grade Glioma(HGG)). A Brain tumor can further be divided into constituent components like -Necrosis, Enhancing tumor, Nonenhancing tumor and Edema. Tumor core consists of necrosis, enhancing tumor, non-enhancing tumor. In most cases, LGG doesn't contain enhancing tumor, whereas HGG contains necrosis, enhancing and non-enhancing subcomponent. Edema occurs from infiltrating tumor cells, as well as a biological response to the angiogenic and vascular permeability factors released by the spatially adjacent tumor cells [3] .
Quantification of tumor subcomponent plays an important role in whole tumor study and appropriate treatment planning. Non-invasive Medical Resonance Imaging(MRI) is the most advisable imaging technique as it captures the functioning of soft tissue properly compared to other imaging techniques. MR images are prone to inhomogeneity introduced by the surrounding magnetic field which introduces the artifacts in the captured image. In addition, the appearance of various brain tissue is different in various modalities. Such issues increase the time in the study of the image. And the human interpretation of the image is non-reproducible as well as dependent on the expertise. This requires computeraided MR image interpretation to locate the tumor.
Authores in [2] classified brain tumor segmentation in basic, generative and discriminative techniques. Nowadays, Deep Neural Networks(DNN) has gained more attention for the segmentation of biological images. In which, Fully Convolution Neural Networks(FCNN), like U-Net [19] , V-Net [17] , SegNet [4] , ResNet [12] , DenseNet [13] give state-of-the-art results for semantic segmentation. Out of all these methods, U-net is widely accepted end-to-end segmentation architecture for brain tumors. In [14] authors used ensemble of various DNN architectures and supplied and utilized brain parcellation atlas for brain tumor segmentation. Connectomics data, parcellation information and tumor mask were used to generare fetures for survival prediction. Authors of [5] supplied 3D patches to 3D U-net for tumor segmentation and used radiomics features for survival prediction. In [10] , dense module, residual module and inception modules were used for biomedical image segmentation. In all the mentioned approaches, encoder-decoder architecture is used.
According to [1] , inductive transfer learning [18] improves the network performance. In this paper we have implemented U-net [11] , [19] with reduced network depth, replaced convolution module at encoder path with dense module and used inductive transfer learning for initializing subregion network training.
The remaining paper is organized as follows: section two of the paper focuses on the BraTS 2019 dataset, section three demonstrates the proposed method, section four provides implementation details and results. At last, the conclusion followed by future work is given.
Dataset
The dataset [8] , [9] , [16] contains 259 HGG and 76 LGG pre-operative scans. To generate the ground truth, all the images have been segmented manually, by one to four raters, following the same annotation protocol, and their annotations were approved by experienced neuro-radiologists [6] , [7] . Annotations comprise the enhancing tumor (ET label 4), the peritumoral edema (ED label 2), and the necrotic and non-enhancing tumor core (NCR/NET label 1). Images are preprocessed, i.e. co-registered to the same anatomical template, interpolated to the same resolution (1mm x 1mm x 1mm) and skull-stripped. Features like Age, survival days and resection status for 213 HGG images are provided separately for Overall Survival(OS). Validation dataset consists of 125 images, with the same preprocessing as well as additional features as mentioned for OS.
3 Proposed Method
Task 1: Tumor Segmentation
Fully convolutional neural network(FCN) provides end-to-end semantic segmentation for the input of the arbitrary size and learns global information related to it. Our network is inherited from the network proposed by [11] . The proposed network uses three-layer encoder-decoder architecture with the dense connection between the successive convolution layers and skip-connections across peer layers as shown in 1. The network contains three dense modules and two convolution modules. Input to the network is 2D slices of four modality(T1,T2,T1c,FLAIR) images of size 240x240. Each dense module generates 64, 128 and 256 feature maps respectively. Each convolution module generates 128 and 64 feature maps applying 1x1 convolution at the end to generate single probability map of subcomponent for which it is trained. Preprocessing includes z-score normalization of the training images. To prepare the training image set, from all the image volumes last ten slices are removed as it does not provide any information. Brain tumor segmentation has highly imbalanced data where tumorous slices are very less compared to non-tumorous slices, such imbalance dataset reduces network accuracy. The approach of transfer learning mentioned in [18] deals with such issue. Authors have shown the usefulness of the transfer learning for training a network with/without labels for similar or different tasks. Initially we have trained the network for whole tumor. No. of slices are more for whole tumor compared to subregions. This step provides tumor localization in the brain. This whole tumor parameters are supplied to subregion(i.e. edema, enhancing tumor and necrotic-core) training for faster convergence and better localization.
We have trained the network separately with two type of loss functions: soft diceloss function and focal loss.
-Soft Dice Loss: : is a measure to find overlap between two regions.
Sof tDiceLoss = 1 − 2 voxels y true y pred voxels y pred 2 + voxels y true 2
(1) y true represents ground truth and y pred represents network output probability. Dice loss function directly considers the predicted probabilities without converting into binary output. Numerator provides common true prediction between input and target whereas denominator provides individual separate true predictions. This ratio normalizes the loss according to the target mask, and allows learning even from very small spatial representation of target mask. -Focal Loss [15] : balances between negative and positive samples by tuning α and focusing parameter γ deals with easy and hard examples.
The modulating factor (1 − p t ) γ adjusts the rate at which easy examples are down-weighted.
In both the cases, the network is trained on 75% dataset as training images 25% dataset as validation(part of training dataset). Evaluation results are generated based on Whole Tumor(WT), Tumor Core(TC) and Enhancing Tumor(ET). Table 1 and Table 2 shows various evaluation metrics of dice loss function and Table 3 and Table 4 are for focal loss. Challenge validation set is provided separately in addition to the training dataset. Table5 shows comparison of training dataset results of proposed method with average of top ten methods according to leader board. This comparison is done irrespective of multiple submission as well as without the knowledge of segmentation method used. Fig. 2 shows the segmentation of a tumorous slice with dice loss and Fig.  3 shows for focal loss. From the figure, we can observe that enhancing tumor segmentation is improving in focal loss implementation compared to dice loss implementation.
Task 2: Overall Survival prediction
OS prediction deals with predicting no. of days for which patient will survive after providing appropriate treatment. We have used following features to train Random Forest Regressor(RFR): Tumor core plays major role in treatment of tumors and all the provided scans are pre-operative. We have extracted shape features of tumor core using radiomics package [21] , whole tumor statistical features and age which is pro-vided with the dataset. RFR is trained on these features extracted from the 213 ground truth images. In the trained RFR, features of network segmented images are supplied and prediction is done for OS days. OS accuracy for training as well as validation dataset of the images whose resection status is Gross Total Resection(GTR) is shown in Table 6 . According to the study [20] , gender plays an important role in response to the tumor treatment. In addition to the feature 'Age', if 'gender' is also included in the feature list then OS accuracy can greatly improve.
Conclusion
The paper uses three-layer deep encoder-decoder architecture for semantic segmentation where at encoding side dense module and at decoding side convolution module are incorporated. The network achieves comparable DSC for training dataset with other methods of leader board but generates little poor results for validation dataset. One probable reason for it can be over-fitting of the network on the training dataset. Change in the module design or some kind of regularization may deal with over-fitting. For OS prediction age, statistical, and necrosis shape features are considered to train RFR. RFR achieves comparable accuracy with other leader board methods.
